
alulineTM

Merchandising & Display System

Creative Display Solutions

Maximum capacity load for each bracket should not exceed 15kg.
The aluline™ rail is manufactured from aluminium and is available in lengths up to 5800mmL.
Merchandise support accessories are finished in satin chrome.
Custom finishes are available to order.
Shelving can be manufactured to order in a range of sizes and finishes.
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alulineTM

Merchandising & Display System

AL 110 500 00 - for 6mm shelf alupuc™ system device 6mm shelf support
Pictured with glass shelf  
(made to order/ specification)  

Shoe display shelf
300mmL x 120mmD

Straight arm with pin
300mmL x 20mm dia.

AL 461 110 15 - 150mmL
AL 461 110 20 - 200mmL
AL 461 110 30 - 300mmL

AL 440 106 15 - 150mmL
AL 440 106 20 - 200mmL

Curved arm with 8 pins

Internal shelf support arm
180mmL, 12mm dia.

Shelf support arm
300mmL, 20mm dia.

AL 261 120 59  300mm x 590mm
(300mm centre to centre)
AL 261 121 90  300mm x 990mm
(600mm centre to centre)  

Under shelf side hang rail
590mmL, 20mm dia.
(includes 2 x shelf support plates) 

NVTS - 600mmL, 1000mmL, 1200mmL x 400mmD NVWS - 600mmL, 1000mmL, 1200mmL x 400mmD
(other sizes available to order)

NVGS - 600mmL, 1000mmL, 1200mmL x 400mmD
(custom sizes also available to order)

alupuc™ system devices utilise 
the same merchandise support 
accessories as the aluline™ 
rail, enabling full interchange of 
hardware across both systems.

alupuc™ system devices and support  
accessories have been strength tested  
up to 25kg. Maximum recommendation up 
to 15kg per bracket.



alulineTM

Merchandising & Display System

Manufactured from durable aluminium aluline™ is a  
discreet, lateral rail engineered to fit directly into  
timber, pre-finished or laminated panels. 

Suitable for use in panels 18mm in thickness,  
aluline™ rails are fitted to your specification at  
varying heights along the panel surface.

When installed the rail sits discreetly to the panel  
surface creating a clean, unobtrusive outline.

Accompanying the system is a wide selection of 
quality, merchandise support, accessories, which 
simply slot from the front into the aluline™ rail.

Additionally, a notable key design feature of the 
aluline™ system enables the ability to insert 6mm 
glass, metal or acrylic shelves directly into the rail.

One in place, shelves are secured within the profile 
independent of the need for additional support 
bracketing. 

Offering even greater design flexibility, aluline™ 
boasts a complementary range of puck based 
hardware componentry.

alupuc™ system devices utilise the same 
merchandise support accessories as the aluline™ 
rail, enabling full interchange of hardware across 
both systems.

 

Visit our website to view the complete range @ www.displaydesign.com.au

  aluline™ rail. Available in lengths of up to   
 5800mmL. 
 Accommodates panel thickness of 18mm.

  aluline’s™ innovative profile design   
 accommodates shelving independent  
 of the need for additional support bracketing.

  alupuc™ system devices utilise the same 
 merchandise support accessories as the  
 aluline™ rail enabling full interchange of   
 hardware across both systems.

LOOK
Shelving secures 
directly into the 
aluline™ rail.  

No need for support 
brackets!
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